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PURPOSE: Networks have become pervasive as communication among computers has evolved into a
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office)-Ievel to enterprise-level, there are some common core concepts. In this course, students studied SOHO
computing fundamentals as an entry level into the world of networks. Topics included, networking concepts,
routers, hubs, switches, the more common SOHO operating systems, basic systems, and network security.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES: Students participated in five different learning activities: 1) extensive reading
assignments in the major text, Introduction to Networking and supplemental readings; 2) online discussions; 3)
written text and diagram assignments; 4) a hands-on lab assignment; and 5) short-answer question "quizzes."
/

METHOD AND CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION: Evaluation for this course was based on active participation in the
online discussions and on individual assignments. Online work included multiple discussions. Submitted individual
work included written and text lab assignments, a hands-on lab assignment, and responses to short answer
questions. For all assignments, evaluation was based on demonstration of comprehension and application of the
material.

EVALUATION: Mr. Holbert completed all of the assignments required for the course in an excellent manner. The
objectives of this course are to learn entry level networking concepts, software, hardware, packets, and network
management and security. Another objective is to be able to design a simple network. Mr. Holbert submitted labs,
discussions, and quizzes concerning routers, hubs, switches, operating systems, and security. His assignments
and tests were very good. Through his submitted labs and discussions on networking, Mr. Holbert demonstrated
that he is proficient in basic networking and in applying the basics to configure new networks. He achieved
excellent scores on the 5 labs, 3 quizzes, and the 7 discussions.


